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Overview

Session focus:
Consumer Data Privacy regulation

Key take-aways from experts:
§ Important arguments for consumer data regulation & privacy

§ But many existing rules and restrictions generate costly unintended 
consequences



Consumers want
control over their data

Important arguments for consumer data regulation3



Data Privacy Concerns

Data-driven products and services are often 
marketed with the potential to save users time and 
money or even lead to better health and well-
being. Still, …Some 81% of the public say that the 
potential risks they face because of data collection 
by companies outweigh the benefits

Pew, 2019

https://www.pewresearch.org/internet/2019/11/15/americans-and-privacy-concerned-confused-and-feeling-lack-of-control-over-their-personal-information/


Data Privacy Concerns

Risks from use of Consumer Scores:
• Biased scores due to data biases or social 

inequities

• Inaccurate scores due to out-of-date data

• Differential treatment can seem “unfair”

Companies collect personal and 
transactional data to create consumer 
scores, which businesses …use to 
predict how consumers will behave in 
the future.

US Government Accountability Office, 2022

https://www.gao.gov/products/gao-22-106096


Data Privacy Concerns

Deloitte, 2023

Almost 9 in 10 agree they should be 
able to view and delete the data that 
companies collect about them, and 
80% feel they deserve to be paid by 
companies that profit from their data. 
85% think device makers should do 
more to protect data privacy and 
security on the devices they sell, and 
77% want the government to do 
more to regulate the way companies 
collect and use that data.

https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/insights/industry/telecommunications/connectivity-mobile-trends-survey/2023/data-privacy-and-security.html


Demand for Regulation is bipartisan

Pew Research Center, 2023

https://www.pewresearch.org/short-reads/2023/10/18/key-findings-about-americans-and-data-privacy/


The privacy paradox?

Value of privacy needs to consider

Contextual factors (Acquisti 2024, Acquisti et al 2020)

§ e.g., Real-time location for restaurant choice vs abortion clinic choice

intrinsic value vs instrumental factors
§ e.g., instrumental aversion to higher prices (Lin 2022)

Bounded rationality & Privacy Fatigue
§ e.g., non-stop daily privacy notifications/options/requests (Acquisti 2024)
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Privacy Paradox:
Stated preference for privacy higher than revealed 
preference



Data & targeted harmful/persuasivemis-information

“When people use Facebook to see exactly what they 
want to see, their understanding of the world can be 
greatly affected.”

“[T]he architecture of control [by social media platforms] 
has a serious downside, raising fundamental questions 
about freedom, democracy, and self government.”

Threat to 

democracy?



Targeted marketing not per se harmful10



Perception that personalized marketing is harmful

Theoretically, this is not per se true! It depends on the segmentations determined 
by your data (e.g., Bergemann, Brooks and Morris 2015, 2023)

“Consumers have a legitimate expectation of knowing 
whether the prices they are offered for goods and services are 
systematically different than the prices offered to others.” 

“…[differential pricing] transfers value from consumers to shareholders, which 
generally leads to an increase in inequality and can therefore be inefficient from a 
utilitarian standpoint.”



What’s more fair: Uniform offers vs uniform access/affordability?

Personalized Pricing at Ziprecruiter: 
Over 60% customers pay less under personalized pricing (small firms)!

Uniform pricing in US grocery/drug/convenience:
Prices in poor neighborhoods 8% higher than if targeted geographically.

Personalized Pricing & Nutrition:
Low-income consumers have lower WTP for nutritious foods.

Personalized Municipal fines/fees:
Escalating fines/fees increase bankruptcies & evictions in minority neighborhoods.

Data-based targeted marketing not per se harmful
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Source: DellaVigna and Gentzkow (2017)

Source: Dubé and Misra (2022)

Source: Allcott et al (2019), Dubé (2020)

Source: Dubé (2021), Glenn et al. (2022)

https://academic.oup.com/qje/article/134/4/2011/5523148?login=true
https://www.jp-dube.com/research/papers/pricing%20and%20welfare.pdf
https://academic.oup.com/qje/article/134/4/1793/5492274?login=true
https://www.chicagobooth.edu/review/fair-price-same-price-all
https://www.chicagobooth.edu/review/lower-fines-could-lead-higher-revenues
https://icma.org/documents/rethinking-revenue-segmented-pricing-fines-and-fees


Data-based targeted marketing not per se harmful
Personalized Shelf Pricing of Mayonnaise

Use transaction histories from IRI (like loyalty card data)

Assume price competition (static oligopoly)

Personalized pricing with household-level price elasticities

Personalization can be progressive

(Expected change in value per consumer-trip ($/oz)

Dubé, Misra & Xu (2024)



Data-based targeted marketing spurs innovation and 
increases consumer acces
§ Personalized e-mails with PII doubled SNAP-eligible enrollees (Misra 2022)

§ Entry surge of niche DTC brands sold online and advertised on social media 
è the Craft Beer revolution (Bronnenberg et al 2022)

§ Privacy measures could stifle innovation that relies on targetable digital 
advertising (more below) (Goldfarb & Tucker 2012, 



Too much or too little data?!
Digital Exclusion



Data Deserts & Algorithmic Exclusion

Firms observe more data for rich vs poor consumers (Tucker 2023)

Low-income residents less likely to own smartphones!!!
Crawford (2013)

Crowd-sourced data



Data Deserts & Algorithmic Exclusion

Firms observe more data for rich vs poor consumers (Tucker 2023)

Experian data 50% less likely to be matched with Hispanic or Asian 
than white voter registration data

Poorer households tend to move more frequently, fragmenting their address data

White Collar workers more likely to have a corporate e-mail account (easier to profile)

Kaplan et al (2017)



Data Deserts & Algorithmic Exclusion
Ad impressions for women are more expensive than ad impressions for men 

(b/c higher share of shopping)

Equality in ad budget allocations still reached more men than women 
(equal treatment but disparate impact)

User-Generated Ratings may exhibit bias

Male freelancers get higher average ratings, with stronger effect in low 
human-development-index countries (algorithmic bias can reflect human biases)

Lambrecht & Tucker (2019)

But you would need to observe 

gender to audit this disparity!!!!

Bairathi et al (2023)



Data Privacy is a problem for the privileged consumer

Facebook users who value privacy the most are older, richer, and more 
educated

Lin and Strulov-Schlain (2024)



Data Privacy as a Cost to Firms and a deterrent to 
competition



Privacy compliance costs

Two years post GDPR:
GDPR increased storage costs by 20% (Demirer et al 2024)

Euro. firms reduced data stored 26% & computation 15% relative to US (Demirer et al 2024)

EU usage of digital ad services declined 24% (Johnson et al 2023)

But Europe’s digital ad sector became more concentrated, with Google and 
Meta gaining market share post GDPR!



Data Privacy disadvantages small businesses

But consider:
§ Digital advertising saves small US firms $163 Billion annually (SBE council)

§ 9 in 10 small businesses use online ads (mainly Facebook)
§ 2/3rds lack a viable alternative medium!

§ Data-tracking ban on Meta disproportionately raises costs for small advertisers (Wernerfelt
et al 2024)

§ GDPR associated with overall decline in new firms and VC investment (Jia et al 2021; 
Janssen et al 2022)

Reduced digital ad effectiveness 65% 
(Goldfarb & Tucker 2011)



Solutions?



Privacy-Enhancing Technologies (PETs)
PETs protect privacy without bans & without burden of consent on consumers

Disadvantage to small businesses (Johnson et al 2022)
More data transformation needed in small datasets
Large fixed implementation costs (scale)

Are we just further tilting the battlefield to favor Goliath in the battle 
against David?



There is a privacy vs content trade-off

Economic costs are often high & unanticipated by regulators

But regulators & businesses also need a clearer picture of the ethical benefits of privacy to get the balance right


